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XOOPS is expanding fast, with many modules being written by people with various degrees of
experience with developing xoops modules. Some use clean and lean code, some have many
features but are slower. XOOPS development is of course a learning process, and to help
decrease the learning curve, the XOOPS Team has created the Quality Assurance Team.

The goal of this group of XOOPSers is to help the XOOPS community determine the general
quality of the XOOPS modules, and by doing so, setting standards for XOOPS development.
This can vary from code snippets, FAQ's, to smoketests and a XOOPS QA label for modules
that have passed a series of QA tests.

But, as with everything in XOOPS.org, we can't do this without you! We need enthusiastic
people who want to join the QA team and help it get started. We've tricked Dave_L into
coordinating this effort, so please make his worries about making this worthwile for the XOOPS
community go away and join the QA team by leaving a comment with your motivation and
what you want to contribute to the QA team here!
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